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In the Court of the Addl.Chief Judicial Magistrate ::::::::::;;Dhubri 

Present  : Smt.T.Hussain 

Addl.Chief Judicial Magistrate 

               Dhubri 

                                                         GR case no.240/09 

                                                              u/s 365/34IPC 

                                                                  State                                                                      

                                                                    Vs 

                                                               Nazrul Haque  

                                                               Moinul Haque                                    

                                                                     ............Accused persons 

Advocates appeared : 

 For the prosecution:Mr.K.A.Seikh    Asstt.P.P 

 For    the  Defence :Mr.H.Rahman 

Evidence recorded on :09.07.2015 

                               :01.08.2015                                                                

Argument heard on    :28.01.2016 

Judgment delivered on :09.02.2016 

Judgment 

1.The prosecution case in a nutshell is that on 09.03.09 at about 3 

AM(night) while one Kasem Ali  of Jhaskal part-1, under Golokganj police 

station ,was watering his paddy field along with his uncle Bablu Ali ,the 

accused persons entered the paddy field with some cattle for illegally  

crossing the international boarder through the field and as Kasem Ali 

objected to it ,there was an altercation between kasem Ali and the 

accused and after that BSF personnel  came there and seized the cattle 

.Following that incident ,the accused became furious and chased kasem Ali 

,tied him with a rope  and took him  away  in a bike  and thus kidnapped 

him .On the way near Kherbari ,Deborgam ,Kasem Ali jumped from  the 

bike and thus managed to escape .Thereafter the accused persons again 

chased the victim Kasem Ali and then the local people caught the accused 
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persons along with kasem Ali and handed over to police. Next day i,e on 

10.3.09  around 12 at  noon ,Md Rafiz Ali ,father of the said Kasem Ali 

lodged an ejahar with the I/C Agomoni Police Out post  narrating the 

entire occurrence . 

 2. After making the GD entry , the ejahar was sent to the O/C Golokganj 

PS for registering a case.Accordingly Golikganj PS case No.121/09  was 

registered ,investigated   in to and  finally charge sheet was submitted 

against the accused  persons u/s 365/34 IPC  .  

3.  On their making appearance for facing the trial ,copies were furnished 

to the  accused  .Having gone through the relevant documents as well as 

the submissions of the Ld counsel for the parties  ,charge u/s 365/34 IPC 

was  framed against the accused  .On being explained and read over the 

accused pleaded not guilty to the charge and claimed to be tried. 

4.  In support of its  case, prosecution examined altogether six  witnesses 

including the Investigating Officer. The accused  were, then, examined 

under Section 313 Cr.P.C. and, in their  examination aforementioned, they 

denied that they  had committed the offence, which was alleged to have 

been committed by him, the case of the defence being that of denial. 

5.Points for determination: 

      Whether the accused persons on 09.03.09 at about 3 AM 

(night)kidnapped /abducted Md Kashem Ali with common intention to 

cause him secretly and wrongfully confined and thereby committed the 

offence punishable u/s 365/34 IPC?   

6. Decision and reasons thereof: 

             I have heard the arguments advanced by the Ld counsel for the 

parties and carefully  perused the materials available in the case record.       

      During argument , refuting the  case of the Prosecution ,the Ld 

defence counsel has submitted that it is a false and concocted case and 

that  the prosecution has totally failed to prove the charge framed against 

the accused.On the other hand  according to the Ld Asstt. P.P ,the charge 

brought  against the accused is proved by the prosecution beyond 
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reasonable doubt. After hearing the rival submissions of the Ld counsel for 

the parties,now it would be apposite to have a glance at the evidence on 

record and also to scrutinize the same   for arriving at just decision. 

            Pw1  Upendra Nath Roy ,a resident of Kherbari village ,has 

deposed to the effect that the informant and the accused are not known 

to him. Nearly 4/5 years ago one morning the villagers surrounded the 

accused persons in their village and informed the police .Police arrived 

there and took away the accused persons.On being asked by the police he 

put his signature on Ext-1 Ext-1(1) is his signature .In his cross 

examination Pw1 has made it clear that he does not know as to why the 

villagers surrounded the accused persons. 

          Ext-1 is a seizure list by which a motorcycle bearing registration 

No.WB-64/B 4995 was seized by the I.O from the possession of the 

accused Nazrul Haque. 

            It is seen that though at first Pw1 has said that the accused are 

not known to him ,he identified the accused as those persons, surrounded 

by the villagers on that  relevant morning and his said evidence remains 

unchallenged.  

        Pw2 Sri Dhirendra Nath Roy ,another resident of Kherbari village has 

simply said in his deposition that about five years back one day in the 

early morning hearing commotion ,he came out and saw that three 

persons were caught by the public.Thereafter police came there and took 

away the said persons.On being asked by the police he put his signature 

in a document. 

                It appears that the evidence of Pw2 is not specific and hence 

not significant. 

           Pw3 Sri Prafulla Kr Roy is also from Kherbari village.He has 

testified to the effect that he saw the informant and the accused persons 

on the date of occurrence itself..He has further said that about 7/8 years 

back at 5 Am the occurrence took place..At that time he was in his 

house.Hearing commotion ,he came out and saw a gathering of people 
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and the said people caught the accused persons.Thereafter police came 

and took away the accused persons .On being asked by the police he put 

his signature on Ext-1 and Ext1(2) is his signature. 

         Thus it is seen that Pw3 has clearly identified the accused persons 

as those persons apprehended by the villagers in kherbari village in that 

relevant morning and it is found to be an admitted fact(from the manner 

of cross examination of aforesaid Pws as well as from  examination of the 

accused u/s 313 of Cr.P.C) that the two accused persons were caught in 

kherbari village by the villagers and later handed over to the police. 

       So far as the seizure list i,e Ext-1 is concerned ,abovementioned 

evidence discloses  that none of the Pws were aware about seizure of any 

material  nor they knew about the contents of Ext-1.They simply put their 

signatures there on being asked by police.And therefore  the prosecution 

can not get any assistance from Ext-1 in proving it case. 

      Pw5 Kasem Ali is the victim.In his testimony Pw5 has said that the 

informant was his father who died about 3 years back.Pw5 has said that 

he does know the accused persons .They are (i,e accused )are resident of 

Balabhut village.The occurrence took place 4 years ago. While he was 

watering his paddy field ,the accused persons were about to cross the 

Indo-Bangladesh border along with cattle and police personnel were 

chasing the accused persons, but could not apprehend them.Thereafter 

police took away the cattle. After that the accused persons came to Pw5 

and blamed him for the aforesaid action taken by police and the accused 

persons picked him up   and took him away in a bike  towards Debogram 

village.But he some how managed to free himself and fled away and went 

to a nearby village.Later police came and took him to the police 

station.Then his father came to the police station and lodged the FIR..On 

being asked by police ,he put his signature on Ext-1 and Ext-1(4) is his 

signature. 

           It is there in his cross examination that he was watering the 

cultivation at night using electric motor as usually power  supply was not 
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available in day time in their area and from this piece of evidence brought 

out by cross examining Pw5, it becomes clear that the alleged occurrence 

took place at night. Pw5 has further said in his cross examination that the 

house of the accused persons is about 6/7 KM away from his house.In 

that village , house of his maternal uncle is there and therefore he does 

know the distance .As he visited that village ,he does know the accused 

persons. Thus according to Pw5 ,the accused were known to him since 

before the occurrence as they are  from the village of his maternal uncle 

and it is found that his said version has not been disputed by the defence. 

         During cross examination of Pw5 it has been suggested to him, on 

behalf  of the accused persons , that on the relevant day   he (i,e Pw5) 

visited the place of his maternal uncle and on that very day he went to the 

residence of the accused persons for committing theft of cattle of the 

accused persons and then the accused persons chased him to Kherbari 

village and people of that locality apprehended him along with the 

accused persons ,which is denied by him. This suggestion put to Pw5  

indicates that it is an admitted fact that in Kherbari village the accused 

persons were apprehended by the local people along with Pw5.  

         Though in the aforesaid suggestion put to Pw5 during his cross 

examination, the defence has tried to take the plea that as  Pw5 came to 

their residence for committing theft in respect of their cattle ,they chased 

him to Kherbari village ,in their statement recorded u/s 313 of Cr.P.C ,the 

accused persons remained silent on that point and simply said that they 

were caught by the villagers merely on suspicion. Suggestions in cross 

examination are no evidence .If the accused wants to establish a certain 

fact ,he has to lead evidence on that point.Suggestion denied by a witness 

remains only a suggestion and has no evidentariay value at all. In absence 

of any evidence ,mere suggestion does have any evidentiary value.And 

hence it is found that the defence has failed to explain the  circumstances 

under which  the accused persons were apprehended along with Pw5  by 

the people of Kherbari village. 
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            Pw6 Sri Gargeswar Das ,I.O has stated in his evidence that on 

10.03.09 while  he was serving  as I/C Agomoni Police out post ,he 

received an ejahar  from one Rafiz Ali and thereafter he made the GD 

entry bearing No.161 dated 10.03.09 and sent the ejahar to the O/C 

Golokganj PS for registering a case.Ex-3 is the ejahar and  Ext-3(1) is his 

(i,e Pw6 ) signature  with his forwarding note to the O/C Golokganj 

PS.Pw6 has further said that after registering the case ,he was entrusted 

with the investigation .During the  investigation ,he visited the place of 

occurrence(P.O) ,prepared the sketch map of the P.O ,recorded the 

statement of the witnesses. He brought the accused persons and the 

victim to the police station .Later he arrested the accused and forwarded 

them to the court.On completion of the investigation he submitted charge 

sheet against the accused persons u/s 365/34 IPC Ext-2 is the charge 

sheet and Ext-2(1) is his signature. 

           In his cross examination Pw6 has made it clear   that during 

investigation he did not visit  the place from where the victim was 

kidnapped .        

    Here in this case  the entire prosecution case rests on the sole 

testimony of Pw5-victim. The informant could not be examined as it is 

found from the evidence of his son-Pw5( who is the victim )that he 

expired nearly 3 years back. And therefore the prosecution has got   the 

ejahar exhibited  by the I.O (Pw6). Now from the ejahar i,e Ext-3 it is seen 

that   evidence of Pw5- victim is fully  supported by the  contents of Ext-3. 

In the ejahar it is clearly mentioned that at the time when the victim was 

being kidnapped by the accused, Informant’s younger brother  Bablu Ali 

was with him. Thus said Babur Ali was an eye witness to the occurrence 

.From the evidence of the I.O ,it becomes clear that the I.O neither visited 

the place from where the victim was kidnapped nor recorded the 

statement of eye witness Bablu Ali and it leads to show that how 

perfunctorily the I.O investigated the case. But  If direct evidence is 

credible, failure, defect or negligence in investigation cannot adversely 
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affect the prosecution case, though the court should be circumspect in 

evaluating the evidence (Ram Bihari Yadav vs. State of Bihar AIR 1998 SC 

1850, Paras Yadav vs. State of Bihar AIR 1999 SC 644, Dhanraj Singh vs. 

State of Punjab AIR 2004 SC 1920, Ram Bali vs. State of U.P. AIR 2004 SC 

2329).   

       It is settled law that conviction of the accused can be based on the 

sole testimony of the victim provided that it does not suffer from basic  

infirmities and it inspires confidence of the court.It is not the quantity but 

the quality of the witness which matters for determining the veracity of 

the prosecution case. 

       In the present case although Pw5 has been cross examined at length 

,nothing could be elicited from him which could be of any assistance to 

the defence. Throughout his evidence he  has remained consistent .The 

defence has not been able to bring out any contradiction in his earlier 

statement to show that he has made out a false story .Therefore Pw5 is 

found to be a reliable  and trustworthy  witness and his evidence remains 

un impeached .There is  no reason to doubt the creditworthy evidence of 

Pw5-victim particularly so as the accused failed to explain the 

circumstances under which they were apprehended by the people of  

Kherbari village along with the victim.There is absolutely no reason for 

Pw5-victim to falsely implicate the accused (only a vague suggestion has 

been made in that respect by the defence) Further in respect of  the 

allegation of kidnapping/abduction, the victim is the most material witness 

to ascertain the guilt of the accused and here in this it is found that the 

entire  evidence of the victim-Pw5 inspire confidence and therefore 

evidence of  Pw5-victim implicating the accused can not be discarded .  

            From the evidence of Pw5 it becomes clear that in the relevant time 

when the accused were about to illegally  transport  some cattle  through 

the  Indo Bangladesh border  ,the victim –Pw5 was there and   they failed 

to do so as  police  seized the cattle and hence they blamed Pw5 for that 

loss   and therefore they became furious  at Pw5 and hence forcibly  took 
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him away in a bike. Thus it is found that the accused had the motive to 

kidnap  Pw5 out of grudge   and accordingly they kidnapped Pw5 -victim 

with common intention to cause him secretly and wrongfully confined. 

 

     7.  That being the position ,it is found and held from the evidence on 

record that the accused persons are guilty u/s 365/34 IPC and accordingly 

they are convicted under the said provision of law. 

 8. After hearing the Ld counsel for the parties and considering the nature 

of the offence ,age of the convict  and the facts and the circumstances of 

the case ,I am of the view that  since the  occurrence affected the 

personal liberty of the victim ,it can not be treated as minor occurrence 

and hence the accused/convict  do not deserve any leniency such as 

extending the benefit of  sec 3 and 4 Probation  of offenders Act in the 

case.  Accordingly the said provisions are not invoked.    

9. I have heard the convict  on the point of sentence  and their statements 

are  recorded in separate sheets .They have submitted  to be dealt with 

leniently.  

10. Order: In the result, taking in to consideration all the aspects of the 

matter ,the convict Nazrul Haque  and Moinul Haque are sentenced to 

undergo R.I for 6(six)months and to pay fine of Rs.2000/-(Two thousand) 

each i/d SI for 2(two )months  u/s 365/34 IPC .The fine amount if realised 

be paid to the victim as compensation. 

          A copy of the judgment be supplied to the convict free of cost.   

  Given under my hand and seal of the court on this 9th day  of February  

2016.                                                                                                                            

 

                                                                                                                            

                                                                                    (T.Hussain) 

 Dictated & Corrected by me:                                       Addl.C.J.M Dhubri                                                    
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Appendix: 

Witnesses examined by the Prosecution: 

Pw1........ Upendra Nath Roy 

Pw2........  Dhirendra Nath Roy 

Pw3........ Prafulla Kr Roy 

Pw4......... Bikash Roy 

Pw5..........Kasem Ali,victim 

Pw6.......... .Gargeswar Das.I.O 

Documents Exhibited by the Prosecution: 

Ext-1......Seizure list 

Ext-2.....Charge sheet 

Ext-3......Ejahar. 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

 


